home & builder

CHÂTEAUESQUE
A DRAMATIC, WROUGHT-IRON STAIRCASE AT THE FRONT OF THIS PRESTIGIOUS
SOUTH RICHVALE HOME BUILT BY Mahzad Pahlavan OF Mahzad Homes
ANNOUNCES YOU’VE ARRIVED SOMEWHERE SPECIAL.

STO RY G I NA M A KK A R | P H OT OG R AP H Y J A S O N H A RT O G
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MAHZAD WORKED with Toronto home
designer Georgio Lolos of Georgio Lolos
Custom Home Designs to complete the
project. The classic, symmetrical proportions
of the Indiana stone facade and the French
dormer windows lend the feel of a grand
chateau passed down from generation to
generation. Despite its old-world aesthetic,
the recently built beauty blends timeless
charm and luxurious details with the function
of a modern home.
A stately front door set within a curved
portico opens into a grand foyer, where
marble floors adorned with an intricate
black inlay border create a visual separation
between the entry and the rest of the home.
Oversize doors accentuate the 12-foot ceilings
throughout the main floor. Glass doors open
to the office on the left, where panelled walls
and custom built-ins with brass accents
from Trust Carpentry give the workspace a
warm, luxe feel.
To the right, the formal living room is
elegant with elaborate ceiling details from
PSO Moulding Inc. and a marble fireplace
with a mirrored surround creating beautiful
reflections. The fireplaces throughout are from
Toronto Home Comfort. Custom matte,
wide-plank hardwood floors by Chestnut
Flooring add richness and depth. The effect is
current yet comfortable. Continued on page 33

Details create a walk upstairs with plenty
of wow factor. BELOW LEFT: Placing the
office by the front entry provides seclusion.
BELOW: The stately chateau-inspired
exterior blends symmetry, balance and
proportion. OPPOSITE: The addition of
custom ceiling mouldings add unexpected
but dramatic features.
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FLOOR-TO-CEILING
WINDOWS IN THE
BREAKFAST NOOK
OFFER A STUNNING
VIEW OF THE RAVINE.
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The living room opens to the dining room,
where picture mouldings and a candelabrastyle brass chandelier add ambience for
entertaining. A door swings open to reveal
a butler’s pantry and storage space that
connects to the kitchen.
In the kitchen, an oval window from
Window City is an inspired addition. The
kitchen features everything a modern family
could desire. A cube-style Calacatta marble
island is an avant-garde, eye-catching element.
White cabinetry is accented with mirrored
doors adorned with diamond mullions.
It’s a chef’s paradise with Thermador
appliances from Appliance Canada.
Hints of brass frame the cabinetry, and
contemporary fixtures from Union Lighting
complete the space.
The breakfast area is tucked to the side,
and features floor-to-ceiling windows with a
breathtaking view of the ravine beyond.
Continued on page 34

LEFT: A servery connects the dining room and
kitchen. BELOW: Brass accents are a bold and
luxurious addition in the all-white kitchen.
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C O N T E M P O
BY
MADE IN ITALY

IN THE GREAT ROOM,
BUILT-INS SURROUND
THE MIRRORED
TRAVIS FIREPLACE.

Shown in chrome. Available in matte black and brushed gold.

The great room built-ins surround a
five-foot linear Travis fireplace. They span
the entire wall and mirror those in the
kitchen, joining the spaces. Together, they
connect to create a large, functional space for
entertaining, marrying beauty and practicality.
In the hallway, a circular staircase by AZ
Stairs sweeps upward. Custom ironwork
adds elegance. The stairwell is finished with
a delicate wallpaper in a trellis pattern to add
colour and dimension. The gaze upward is met
with a big surprise – a gleaming glass dome.
The amenities in the upper level do not
disappoint. More luxury awaits in the large
master bedroom and en suite. The bedroom
is spacious with a coffered ceiling, sitting
area, fireplace and large walk-in closets. The
en suite’s his-and-hers vanities help ease the
stress of early mornings. Touches of brass
elevate the space. The oversize shower is
elegantly appointed with brass and Swarovski
crystal fixtures.
The home is well-appointed, with two
furnaces and two air conditioning units by
Lennox, a snow melting driveway and heated
floors in the bathrooms and the basement. In
the lower level, a large recreation room and
bar are perfect for parties. It also includes a
nanny suite and gym.
Continued on page 36

ABOVE: Deep grey is paired with white for a
transitional feel in the powder room. RIGHT: Like
a reflection, built-ins mirror the cabinetry in the
adjoining kitchen.
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Canaroma Bath & Tile
7979 Weston Rd, Vaughan ON L4L 1A6
tel: 905-856-7979 | www.canaroma.com

DiStribUtOr Of ENgiNEErED flOOrS
frOm gErmaNy & italy with thE bESt PriCES
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Mahzad has built many homes in the area, bringing quality and
luxury to each and every build. With this home, she embraced the
restrictions of the zoning bylaws and creatively incorporated features
like the spectacular glass dome at the top of the circular staircase.
“These are features you’d expect to see on a home with 70-foot frontage,
but Mahzad managed to incorporate them in our 50-foot lot and make
them look like they belong to the house,” says the homeowner.
The homeowner says working with Mahzad Homes was a smooth
process, from start to finish. “She took care of everything, including
the architectural design, obtaining permits and more. It was easy and
fast. Everybody told us it would be very stressful to build a home, but
honestly, it has been the best experience. We are very thankful.” OH

ABOVE: Hints of brass carry
into this bathroom upstairs,
creating unity throughout.
TOP RIGHT: Simple wall
trim adds detail in the
master bedroom. RIGHT:
The master is large enough
to accommodate a sitting
area and fireplace.

Impressive 10,000 square foot showroom. Wide range of quality hardwood floors,
wide plank flooring, ACS laminates, vinyl planks and carpets.
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